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Preface

Energy shortage is a great bottleneck in the supply of energy

resources to an economy. The world’s power demands are expected

to rise 60% by 2030. Actually, people can solve the global energy

crisis by enhancing the utilization efficiency of energy. Today,

approximately 80% of the world’s power is generated by heat

engines that use fossil fuel combustion as a heat source, which is

believed to be responsible for a large fraction of carbon dioxide

emissions worldwide. The heat engines used in most thermal

power station typically operate at 30–40% efficiency. This means

that roughly 10 TW of heat energy is lost to the environment.

Thermoelectric modules can potentially convert part of the wasted

heat directly into electricity, reduce the usage of fossil fuels,

and lower carbon emission. Moreover, microelectronic processors

generate huge amount of heat in very small areas. Traditionally, this

heat is considered as waste and may lead to the partial or total

loss of the functionality of the processors. Power dissipation issues

have recently become one of the greatest challenges for integrated

electronic devices, and it is becoming a bottleneck for further

development of smaller and faster devices. Currently, for every

kilowatt-hour of energy consumed by a computer in a data centre,

another kWh is needed for cooling. With the application of advanced

thermal management and energy conversion technologies, world’s

household PCs can be converted to billions of mini power plants and

up to 50% electric energy can be saved.

In addition, thermal management is also significantly important

for solar energy harvesting. The solar cell technology can harvest

and convert part of the solar energy into electricity by using the

photovoltaic effect. The efficiency of conventional solar cells is

usually quite low and limited because about 50% of the solar energy
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is lost to heat through radiation to the environment. Based on the

thermoelectric effect, it is in principle possible to further convert

the heat energy to electricity, which provides a new channel for solar

energy harvest and may significantly improve the efficiency of solar

cells.

Thermoelectric energy conversion efficiency depends on the

figure of merit ZT, which is proportional to the Seebeck coefficient,

electrical conductivity, and absolute temperature, but inversely

proportional to thermal conductivity. Recently the basic possibility

of significantly increasing ZT through creation of new classes of

thermoelectric materials with low-dimensional nanoscale struc-

tures has been demonstrated. The term nanoscale systems denote

structures composed of a limited, small number of atoms. The

interest of the scientific community in nanoscale systems has been

boosted by the recent advent of micromanipulation techniques

and nanotechnologies. Nanoscale materials have generated broad

excitement both for fundamental science and for their potential

applications in technology because of their scientific richness and

promise in technological applications involving various devices.

Efficient conversion between different forms of energy: thermal,

electric, and optical, is a key enabler in many areas of science

and engineering. Development of nanofabrication, characterization,

measurement, and atomistic simulation tools can contribute to

inspire new and better technologies for potential applications in

energy saving and conversion.

The application of nano energy devices has highlighted the need

for greater quantitative understanding of materials at the nanoscale.

Understanding the physics of such systems by computational

study is particularly important because their small size makes

it is challenging to apply standard experimental measurement

methods. Over the past decades, advances in computer science

have spurred advances in fundamental theoretical techniques,

mathematical modelling, and numerical simulation, giving rise

to a revolution with extraordinary impact on nanoscience and

nanoengineering.

The aim of this book is to provide an introduction for

both theorists and experimentalists to the current computational
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technology and then looking at the applications of nanostructures

in renewable energy and the associated research topics. The

book should also be useful for graduate-level students who want

to explore this new field of research. The book addresses the

current and commonly used computational technologies and their

applications in study of nanoscale energy transport and conversion.

With content relevant to both academic and commercial viewpoints,

the book will interest researchers and postgraduates as well as

consultants in the renewable energy industry.

The chapters have been written by internationally recognized ex-

perts in computational physics and provide in-depth introductions

to the directions of their research. This approach of a multiauthor

reference book appeared to be particularly useful in view of the vast

amount of literature available on different forms of computational

study. While there exists excellent reviews highlighting single facets

of computational methods for renewable energy, we feel that the

field lacks a reference that brings together the most important

contributions to this topic in a comprehensive manner. This book

is an attempt to fill the gap. Along these lines, our intention was to

embed research on new energy materials into a wider context of

computational researches. We thus hope that this book may serve

as a catalyst both to fuse existing computational approaches and to

inspire new computational tools in the rapidly growing area of new

energy material research.

Accordingly, the book is organized into five chapters: The first

chapter features a pedagogical introduction to molecular dynamics

simulations. For large systems, molecular dynamics is a useful

tool for investigating atomic motion. The trajectories of molecules

and atoms can be determined empirically using a force field.

The applications of molecular dynamics simulation have covered

a wide range of research topics, such as liquids, defects, fatigue,

surface, clusters, and biomolecules. Therefore, molecular dynamics

simulation has become indispensable in today’s research of physical

and material science. The second chapter outlines the ballistic

phonon transport theory in a quasi-one-dimensional (quasi-1D)

system whose length is much shorter than the coherence length,

which is bound by phonon scattering events. Landauer approach
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for describing the coherent phonon transport in a quasi-1D system

was introduced. Thermal conductance of carbon nanotubes is

reviewed.

Chapter three systematically discusses the non-equilibrium

Green’s function (NEGF) method and tries to offer a complete theory

for the investigation of quantum thermal transport. The NEGF

method is widely and successfully used for the study of electronic

transport. Here the method is generalized for thermal transport.

After this theoretical opening, thermal conductance of graphene,

a two-dimensional crystal consisting of a single atomic layer of

carbon, has been reviewed. The following chapter summarizes

groundbreaking work on ballistic phonons thermal transport at low

temperature in low-dimensional quantum structures. Within the

Landauer transport theory, the authors present a general formula to

calculate the ballistic thermal conductance associated with phonon

in the linear response limit. Then, a comparative analysis for the

ballistic thermal transport is made between two-dimensional and

three-dimensional models. The fifth chapter provides a systematic

review on the effect of surface passivation on the phonon thermal

conductivity and thermoelectric property of nanowires, based on

introduction of molecular dynamics simulations. The underlying

physical mechanism and analysis method are also presented. These

results are helpful to understand the enhancement of thermoelectric

performance of nanomaterials and to the design of renewable

energy devices.

I finally remark that the various points of view expressed in the

single chapters may not always be in full agreement with each other.

As editor, I do not necessarily aim to achieve a complete consensus

among all authors, as differences in opinions are typical for a very

active field of research such as the one presented in this book.

I am most grateful to Stanford Chong, director of Pan Stanford

Publishing, for his invitation to edit this book, and for his help in

getting the project started. We also thank Sarabjeet Garcha from

Pan Stanford Publishing for kind and efficient assistance in editing

this book. I gratefully acknowledge financial support from National

Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant No. 11274011) and

the Ministry of Education of China (Grant No. 20110001120133).
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I finally wish to thank all book chapter authors for sharing their

expertise in this review volume. Their strong efforts and enthusiasm

for this project were indispensable for bringing it to success.

Gang Zhang
Beijing

Winter 2014
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